We propose as an ansatz the constancy of the ratio 5 of the non-diffractive pieces of v 3 and v WE for w 2 12. This enables us to obtain a simple relation between the experimental data and the fixed pole residues R p, Rn, as well as some constraints on the constant v WF= limw_ =v W;' n. For ,$ = 2/3 and Rp = 1, we obtain Rn = 0.37 and v WF= 0.20.
In this note, we wish to present a simple scheme which will allow us to place rather narrow bounds on R R" and FP=lim P' n 2 w-kVW;=lim Cd-~ VW$
The basic approximation we shall make (next paragraph) will allow us to obtain these bounds without any assumptions as to the "asymptotic" forms of FF'"
(beyond w = 12).
THJ? ANSATZ
Let us suppose that for w L w* (which we take as 12 in this paper), we may 
where y p,n(o*) = Ip n(w*) -W* F;'"(w*) ' , and y pn=rp-T . n
The diffractive limit is obtained from Eq. (3), evaluated at w = w*:
where Fr = Fi -Fi .
Eqs. (5) and (6) will provide the basis for our discussion.
DATA
The quantities rp(w*), %,(u*) are in principle determined by experiment.
The former is rather well constrained. With a change in variable to It should be noticed that the value of ypn ( 12) is insensitive to one's choice between these sets of data. Thus, from Eq. (5), the relation between Rn, Rp and 5 is the same whichever data set is used.
BOUNDS ON Rn
In order to narrow the range of parameters, we shall now set R = 1 and P examine the possibilities which ensue. In view of the comment at the end of the previous section, we can then reduce Eq. 
for either data set.
The value of < is (in principle) determined by plotting F2(u, 0 (( Eq. (3)) vs. w for various values of t, and determining the value of 5 for which F2(w, 5)
is flattest in the region w >w*. The data, of course, is nowhere nearly accurate enough to make this procedure possible. Instead, we resort to a study of Rn (and in the next section, FF)with [ treated as a parameter.
Eq. (7) is plotted (without delimiting the errors) in Fig. 3 . We make the following comments: (ii) Eq. (7) 
